Hello from PTV!
Thank you so much for your inquiry.
We are "PTV", the area's Free Speech Channel. PTV broadcasts 24 x 7 via the Spectrum Cable television
network to all of Trumbull County and Youngstown, Ohio.
Submissions from everyone are welcome and are broadcast without censorship. Submissions containing
Adult content (language, nudity, etc.) must be declared as such at the time of submission and
such titles will be broadcast only between midnight and 4:00 am. PTV does not broadcast anything
that is illegal, pornographic or anything that promotes illegal activity.
Submitting: to PTV:
1.) Fill out the attached submission form. You only need to do this one time for each series, unless your
content changes to or from the "Adult" category.
2.) Delivery:
a.) Mail in a DVD or USB stick (non-returnable) containing your MPEG file to this address:
PTV
241 West Federal
Youngstown, Ohio 44503
b.) Provide us with a YouTube link to each video; c.) FTP upload is available for series producers.
DVD’s and other media CAN NOT be returned.
3.) There is a one-time, $25.00 handling fee for each video you submit to PTV.
4.) Format should be MP4 and in standard screen sizes, beginning with 800 x600 and going up the all of
the HD resolutions. PTV will almost certainly convert your video to something close to 720 x 480 for
playback on our Standard Definition broadcast channel.
5.) Runtime should be no longer than 28 minutes...this rule has become somewhat flexible for series
producers. Talk to us if you need more time.
If you absolutely need a definite weekly time slot, we require that each month, you submit and pay
(in advance), the submission fee for at least four episodes ($100.00).
We hope you choose to take advantage of our Community Service and look forward to your
submissions.
Regards,
PTV

